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THE SCARLET AND GRAY AGENCY 
THE UNIVERSAL CAR 
Buy that Ford of Us. 
We are equipped to give you 
prompt and efficient Ford service. 
The McClure-Nesbitt Motor .Company 
East End Ford Dealers 
Franklin 3441 1503-07 East Main Street 
"JIMMIE" McCLURE '13 
Foot Ball 1912 
"PETE" RoscH '17 
Ohio State 15625 
"H "N ' EN ESBITT 14 
Foot Ball Mgr. 1913 
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OFFICIAL PROGRAM 
CHICAGO 
vs 
OHIO STATE 
2:30 P. M., SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25 , 1924 
In the Ohio Stadium 
Announcements by The Management 
A LOST AND FOUND DEPARTMENT has been established on the first floor 
in the Southeast Tower of the Stadium. Articles found should be turned over to the ushers 
or left at the office. 
ONLY ONE CONCESSION, that covering the sale of refreshments, is licensed by 
the Athletic Board and thereby privileged to sell within the Stadium. 
DOCTORS may leave their seat numbers with the clerk stationed in the southeast 
tower and will be notified in case a call is registered for them. 
EVERY COURTESY should be extended visiting teams and officials. 
REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION REGARDING TICKETS for games either at 
home or abroad should be addressed to Henry D. Taylor, Athletic House, University 
Campus. Telephones: Citizens 11076; Bell North 1259. 
EVERY USHER WEARS A BADGE bearing a number. Misconduct or discourtesy 
on the part of attendants should be reported to L. W. St. John, Director of Athletics. 
THIS PROGRAM IS PUBLISHED under the direction of the Athletic Department. 
Address inquiries concerning information or space to the Director of Programs, Athletic 
House, Ohio State University. 
COMFORT STATIONS are located on each floor level. 
A FIRST AID STATION with registered nurses in attendance is located on the 
second floor level in the northwest tower. 
A REST ROOM FOR WOMEN with a maid in attendance is located on the second 
floor level of the northwest tower. 
ALL GAMES START promptly at 2:30 P. M., Eastern Standard Time. 
F OUR PAY TELEPHONE STATIONS are located on the ground floor, two on 
each side of the Stadium. 
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Follow the Team 
with a 
RADIO SET 
Hear 
the Game 
Play 
by 
Play. 
COMPLETE SETS 
$31.75up 
THE AVERY & LOEB 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
"The H ouse of Electrical Service 
114-116 N orth Third Stre e t 
GOOD TEAM 
WORK 
A College Training Backed by a 
Substantial Amount of Life 
Insurance Coverage 
TICE & JEFFERS 
Life Insurance Service 
122 E. Broad St. 
H. 0. TICE-Campus Representative 
2 
EAT 
at 
Herron's 
Cafeterias 
2 Places 
1597 North High Street 
Near 11th Avenue 
227 North High Street 
Through Roi-Eddy Hotel 
Mendel 
The Tailor 
Has been Satisfactorily Dressing the 
University Students for the 
Past 27 Years 
Special Discount lo Students 
Suits and Overcoats 
$30 to $60 
New Loe a tion 
514 North High, South of Goodale 
DR. W. 0. THOMPSON 
Few college presidents live as close to the hearts of the students with 
whom they come in contact as does President W. 0. Thompson. For more 
than 40 years he has been actively identified with education, and for abo~t 
35 of those years he has been a college president, 25 of them here at Oh10 
State. 
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VIC DONAHEY 
GOVERNOR 
May the Best Team Win. 
But May the Best Team be Ohio State. 
More Power to the Searlet and Gray. 
4 
Welcome, Chicago! Howdy, Dads! 
Today's annual contest between the football elevens representing Ohio 
State and Chicago is notable for a number of other reasons aside from its 
importance with respect to the Big Ten percentage table. Football in its 
larger aspects is something more than the efforts of two teams to cross each 
other's goal line. Rightly proportioned and wisely developed it enables two 
institutions of learning to meet on common ground as they can in no other 
way. 
Friendly, generous rivalries thus developed mature and grow richer 
with the years. Although Ohio State and Chicago have been competing in 
football only since 19:ZO, the relationship is already among the finest that 
Ohio cherishes. This condition is due to a number of factors-to the close 
games of the last four years, to the fine sportsmanship manifest on each 
of those four earlier occasions and to the genial, wholesome influence of 
Director Stagg himself. 
Ohio State teams in other fields, too, have experienced this same fine 
sportsmanship manifested when they have met Chicago. In baseball, in 
track, in basketball, and in wrestling as well as in football the competition 
has been on a high plain. It is more than a friendly gesture, therefore, 
when Ohio hangs out its latchstring for Chicago. 
Today is significant, too, because it marks the annual official v1s1t of 
"Dad" to the campus. In contrast with other years today is shorn of much 
of its formal aspect so far as "Dad" is concerned, but the whole campus is 
anxious to bid him welcome, to grant him another peep at the kaleidoscopic 
University, to help him to see that we are grateful for his abiding interest 
in us both as the father of a son or daughter in school or as a citizen. 
Four times have Chicago and Ohio State met on the gridiron. Each 
team has won two games so that in a sense today's contest is a rubber affair. 
Several other groups also are taking in today's game and the Uni-
versity is glad to welcome them also. For one, there is a group of alumni 
who have come back for an "All Ohio Conference" concerning the needs 
of the University. Business men who have been in attendance atlthe 
two-day campus session of " :Management Week" are also present. Finally, 
the reserve army officers who have been meeting in Columbus in the last 
few days, are occupying a block of seats. 
The University is always open for inspection. After all is said and 
done it is a public institution and belongs to the whole commonwealth and 
not merely to those of us who happen to be here at this time. 
President 
Republican 
Club, 
Ohio Wesleyan 
University, 
I908 
FOR SECRETARY OF STATE 
THi\D H. BROWN 
(Second Term) 
Col. Brown has rendered an efficient and 
economical administration of the office of 
Secretary of State and deserves your SU p-
port and influence for a second term. 
President 
Republican 
Club, 
Ohio State 
University, 
I9IO 
f~UTLER.. 
Guard 
wENDLER. 
1-/elrbaci<_ 
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For 
Lieutenant-Governor 
CHARLES H. LEWIS 
Banker, Farmer, Manufacturer, Newspaper Publisher, Business 
Man. Graduate of Ohio Wesleyan, Class of '95, 
Sci en ti fie Course 
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THE JOLLY GARGOYLE 
(DOWN TOWN) 
"The Coziest Place to Dine. Delicious Food. Good Service. Convenient to all Theaters." 
FOOTBALL DINNER $1.50 TABLE D'HOTE $1.25 
Famous Club Sandwiches 
CHICKEN N'W AFFLES 
DOWN THE ALLEY BY THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
OHIO STATE'S 1924 BASEBALL TEAM 
Co-Champions of the Big Ten 
Quality 
Ice Cream 
"ITS A FOOD-NOT A FAD." 
MOST POPULAR BECAUSE OF MERIT 
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EAT MORE ICE CREAM 
ITS GOOD FOR YOU 
The Furnas Ice Cream Co. 
Exclusive Manufacturers of 
PLAIN AND FANCY ICE CREAM AND ICES. 
INDIVIDUAL MOULDS. ICE CREAM 
CAKES AND PIES 
569-583 East Long Street Columbus, Ohio 
Whea betcer will build chem 
NEW Buick Models at pnces that make them the 
Greatest Motor-car Values ever offered. 
Open Models 
STANDARD SIXES 
2-pass. Roadster__ ____ ___ _________________ ____ $1150 
5-pass. Touring__________________ _____ _ 1175 
MASTER SIXES 
2-pass. Roadster.. ______________________ ____ $1365 
5-pass. Touring 
------ -- - ------ ---- - ---
1395 
7-pass. Touring __ ________________________ 1625 
3-pass. Sport Roadster 
--· 
1750 
4-pass. Sport Touring _____ . 1800 
5-pass. 
5-pass. 
4-pass. 
2-pass. 
Closed Models 
STANDARD SIXES 
Double Service Sedan .. __ _ 
Sedan ------ ----- --------------------- --
Coupe ---- --------------- __ ___ ________ .. 
Double Service Coupe ___ __ _ 
MASTER SIXES 
5-pass. Sedan------- ------------------ -----···· 
7-pass. Sedan ____ ____ __ ______ ____ __ __ ________ .. 
5-pass. Brougham Sedan __ _____ _____ ___ _ 
2-pass. Country Club Sedan ____ ____ _ _ 
4-pass. Coupe ____________ _____________ _ ----· ·· 
7-pass. Limousine ___ ___ ___ ___ -- ----···-·- ···· 
To"'n Car _____ ___ ____________ ___ ___ ______ ___ ______ _ 
Enclosed Open Models 
(With Heaters) 
STANDARD SIXES MASTER SIXES 
$1475 
1665 
1565 
1375 
$2225 
2425 
2350 
2075 
2125 
2525 
2925 
2-pass. Roadster ________________ __ _____ _______ $1190 2-pass. 
5-pass. 
7-pass. 
Roadster ______ __ ___________ ________ .. $1400 
5-pass. Touring _______ ----------------------- 1250 Touring--- --- ------- --------------- -· 1475 
Touring ..... ---------·····-··----- ---- 1700 
All Prices f. o. b. Buick Factories 
Government Tax to be Added. 
THE COLUMBUS BUICK COMPANY 
]. 0. McDONALD, Gen. J.lf gr. 
286-288 East Long Street Columbus, Ohio 
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Who's Who on Ohio State Squad 
Name Home 
Beck, Herbert R ........... Columbus ...... . 
Blanchard, Bruce .......... Columbus ............. . 
Bloser, Parker G .... ....... Columbus ............. . 
Blumer, Gabe ............. Sandusky .............. . 
Boxwell, Paul. ............ Xenia .............. . .. . 
Bradley, R. T . ........... . Woodstock .... . ....... . 
Cameron1,.peorge D ........ Cleveland ... . .... . .... . 
Carlson, 11erbert R ........ Cleveland ........... . . . 
Cervenka, Laddie F ........ Lorain ............... . . 
Clark, Myers A ............ Gettysburg ............ . 
Cook, James M ............ West Dover ........... . 
Cunningham, Harold B ..... Mt. Vernon ............ . 
De Voe, Keith ............ Lima ................. . 
Dreyer, Carl A ............ Toledo .. . ....... . . . ... . 
Evans, Benjamin F ........ Windham ............. . 
Galbraith, M. IL .... . .... Columbus ..... . .... ... . 
Gorrill, Charles V ...... .. .. Fostoria .............. . 
Griffith, William N ... . ..... Bluffton .. . ............ . 
Harrison, H. C . ........... Columbus ..... . . . . .... . 
Hess, Edwin ..... . ........ Chardon .............. . 
Hunt, Howser C ........... Richwood ............. . 
Hunt, William ............ Toledo ......... . ...... . 
Jackson, George H ......... Columbus ............. . 
Jenkins, William R ......... Columbus ....... . . . ... . 
Jones, A. D ............... Columbus ... . . . . ...... . 
Jones, Norman K .......... London .......... . .... . 
Karow, Marty .. . ......... Cleveland ............. . 
Klee, Ollie ......... . . . .... Dayton ............... . 
Kreglow, James J ... . . . .... De Graff .............. . 
Kromer, Philip F . ......... Columbus ............. . 
Kutler, Rudolph J ......... Cleveland ............. . 
Mackey, F. C ............. Galion ................ . 
Manchester, Frank ....... . Perry ......... . .. . .... . 
Marion, A. W . . ... ........ Circleville ............. . 
Marr, Joseph E ............ Hamilton .. . .. . ... . .... . 
McCarthy, Tim . . .. . ...... Fremont .............. . 
McNamer, Arthur ......... Columbus ... . ......... . 
Meacham, Howard ........ Atwater .............. . . 
Miller, A. R. . ............. Canton .... . ........... . 
Murphy, Loren A ..... . .... Columbus ............. . 
Nichols, John H ........... La Grange ............. . 
Ort, Paul J ................ Columbus ............. . 
Packard, Ralph .......... . Columbus ............ . . 
Penrod, James L ........... Lewisburg ............. . 
Peterson, Archie L ......... Cedar Rapids, Iowa .... . 
Poling, Luther .......... .. Marysville ............. . 
Pothoff, William ...... .... Sharonville ........ . ... . 
Price, Charles R. ...... . ... Dayton ............... . 
Roesch, Karl A ..... ..... .. Cleveland ... .......... . 
Rosofsky, Jacob ........... Columbus ............. . 
Royer, John . ... . . .. .. .... Columbus ........... .. . 
Scheiderer, Paul F .. ....... Columbus ............. . 
Schulist, Bernard .......... Cleveland ............. . 
Schweinsberger, H ......... Columbus ............. . 
Seiffer, Ralph E . ...... .. .. Evansville, Ind ......... . 
Shifflette, Don F ....... . . .. Columbus ............. . 
Slemmons, R. H ........... Columbus ............ . . 
Slough, H. R .............. Mansfield ...... . . ..... . 
Smith, R. G ............... Columbus ............. . 
Stewart, William E ........ Columbiana ........... . 
Tanner, Charles C . ........ London ............ . . . . 
Watkins, Ed H ............ Mansfield ............. . 
Wilson, J.B .............. Milan ................. . 
Watts, Robert ............ Columbus ............. . 
Wendler, Harold ........... Fremont ......... .. ... . 
Wentz, Burke ............. Kenton ............... . 
Winters, Paul C ........... Briggsdale ............. . 
Wisterman, John M ........ Galion ................ . 
Woerlein, George .......... Groveport ............. . 
Woods, G. C .............. Port William ........... . 
Young, Frank D ... .. . . .. .. Toledo .............. . 
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Age 
19 
19 
21 
19 
19 
19 
25 
23 
21 
20 
21 
19 
20 
19 
20 
23 
21 
24 
22 
19 
19 
19 
24 
20 
23 
18 
20 
24 
18 
19 
23 
20 
21 
20 
21 
19 
23 
20 
24 
21 
20 
19 
20 
20 
24 
21 
23 
21 
20 
20 
19 
19 
20 
22 
20 
19 
19 
18 
18 
19 
19 
20 
20 
23 
22 
19 
19 
21 
20 
21 
24 
Height 
5' 11 II 
51 9 II 
6' 
5' 11 II 
5' 9Yz 11 
5' 11 II 
5' 10 II 
6' 1 II 
5' 1172" 
5' l1Yz 11 
5' 911 
6' 2 II 
5' 10 II 
6' 1 Yz11 
5' 11 ){11 
6' 1 Yz 11 
5' 103/411 
5' 8 II 
6' 
6' 
5' 10 II 
5' 8 II 
6' 
61 2 II 
5' 10 II 
5' 11 II 
5' 10 II 
5' 8 II 
6' 1 II 
5' 9 II 
5' 8Yz 11 
5' 9Yz11 
6' 
6' 1 Yz 11 
5' 10 II 
61 2 II 
5' 6Yz11 
6' 1 Yz 11 
5' l1Yz 11 
6' 
6' 
5' 7Yz 11 
6' 2 II 
5' 10 II 
5' 10~11 
51 11 II 
5' 9 II 
6' 
5' 11 II 
5' 8 II 
5' 9 II 
5' 10 II 
5' 10 II 
5' 10 II 
6' 
5' 11 II 
5' 8 II 
5' 10 Yz 11 
5' 9 II 
5' 10 II 
6' 
51 8 II 
6' 
51 7 II 
5' 10 II 
5' 8Yz11 
5' 9 II 
5' 9 II 
5' 107211 
5' 11 II 
6' 
Weight 
163 
145 
177 
158 
172 
182 
152 
186 
168 
168 
150 
197 
180 
203 
176 
160 
162 
168 
175 
179 
153 
153 
231 
188 
164 
193 
173 
164 
217 
166 
186 
183 
175 
190 
158 
185 · 
156 
198 
177 
188 
193 
149 
167 
192 
174 
174 
264 
159 
191 
146 
180 
150 
187 
185 
173 
166 
149 
177 
133 
170 
158 
170 
176 
148 
153 
158 
169 
161 
157 
183 
188 
Position 
End 
Quarterback 
End 
Halfback 
Halfback 
Tackle 
Quarterback 
Halfback 
End 
Halfback 
Halfback 
End 
Fullback 
Guard 
Tackle 
End 
End 
Guard 
Tackle 
Tackle 
Halfback 
Halfback 
Guard 
Guard 
Guard 
Guard 
Fullback 
Halfback 
Guard 
Tackle 
Guard 
Tackle 
Tackle 
Tackle 
Halfback 
Tackle 
Halfback 
Guard 
Center 
Center 
Tackle 
End 
Guard 
Guard 
Halfback 
End 
Guard 
End 
Guard 
End 
Guard 
Guard 
End 
Halfback 
End 
Fullback 
Quarterback 
Center 
Quarterback 
Guard 
End 
Guard 
End 
Center 
Halfback 
Halfback 
End 
Quarterback 
Halfback 
Tackle 
Center 
''A-B-C-stuff '' 
In college a fellow is handed a mass 
of facts-some of them simple and 
fundamental, others complex, intricate 
and hard to remember. Get your fun-
damentals fixed. 
For instance, it is easy. to grasp once 
and for all time the fundamental of 
good paving-THE "ABC" PAVE-
MEN1-
ASPHALT for Filler because it makes the traffic-bearing 
surface a water-proof, flexible 
armor not subject to the cracks 
which follow rigid slab construc-
tion, and because repair costs are 
insignificant where each brick is an 
easily removable unit. 
BRICK for Surface because it furnishes the best surface for 
for traffic; hard, but not brittle-
tough, but not rough-dense, and 
non-absorbent-smooth, but not 
"slick;" because its fire-hardened 
toughness resists wear and tear 
so sturdily that upkeep expense is 
squeezed to a minimum and be-
cause any margin of higher first-
cost is speedily offset by low 
maintenance, long life and un-
interrupted service. 
CONCRETE, CRUSHED ROCK, CRUSHED 
SLAG OR GRAVEL for Base 
because some one of these bases 
meets any conceivable sub-soil 
condition, and with a bedding 
course of sand or screenings makes 
the best sub-structure yet develop-
ed for modern street or highway 
traffic. 
OHIO PA YING BRICK MAN-
UFACTURERS ASS'N. 
COLUMBUS, OHIO 
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Let us 
TACKLE 
your 
Fall 
Cleaning 
LOUIS FRANCIS 
Cleaning & Dyeing Co. 
4 Stores 
FOR 
STATE SENATOR 
TWO TO BE ELECTED 
JOHN M. VORYS 
REPUBLICAN 
GRADUATE OF YALE COLLEGE 
AND OHIO STATE LAW SCHOOL 
LAWYER-WORLD WAR VETERAN 
REPRESENTATIVE IN THE OHIO GENERAL 
ASSEMBLY, 1922-24 
PLAYED CENTER ON YALE FOOTBALL TEAM, 1915-16 
ASSISTED DR. WILCE ON OHIO STATE 
COACHING STAFF, 1920-23 
]3 
BLANCHARD, 
Qu.m-fer. 
All Chocolates and 
Bon-Bons Uniformly 
Priced at 80c lb. 
Wherever Known 
Famous for their 
Fine .Quality 
Become a Patron Today! 
There are None Better Than 
Made By 
MAUD-MULLER CANDY CO. 
Dayton. Ohio 
Sold in the Larger Cities 
You are invited to visit 
The Old <J(eliable 
Baker Art Gallery 
For the Best Photos 
In Our New Home 
<RICH fi;J\[_D HIGH STS. 
The Largest, Finest, and Most 
Complete Gallery in America 
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Sold in Columbus by 
THE MAUD-MULLER SHOP 
Rowlands Bldg. Lobby, 12 N . Third St. 
Marcia Pembroke Steffan '22 
James C. Steffan '22 
"A Thing of Beauty is a Joy 
Forever. Send Flowers.'' 
THE MUNK 
FLORAL CO. 
Two Stores 
7 41 East Broad Street 
Dell, Franklin 1828 Citizen G~-J.7 
19 South High Street 
Bell, Main 2923 Citizen O!Hl-J. 
OHIO STATE'S 1923 CROSS COUNTRY TEAM 
Champions of the Western Conference 
JOHN R. 
Greatest Volume of Crim-
inal and Civil Work in 
History of County Dis-
posed of. 
54 Murder Cases-38 
First Degree disposed of. 
Speedy and Successful 
Prosecution of Bank Rob-
bers-15 in number. 
First to secure conviction 
in the Dollings Fradulent 
Stock Sales Case. 
KING, 'O 7 
Collection r of . $70,000.00 De-
linquent Taxes withoutTCost 
to the County. 
Suits Pending for Collection 
of $80,000.00 due County. 
500 Opinions Rendered. 
Honesty, Experience and Ef-
ficiency Required in the Im-
portant Work of this Office. 
Your Support is Solicited upon 
Record of Accomplishments. 
Assistants:-Jos. A. Godown, 
"99; John H. Cooper, 0 04: 
Paul C. Hicks. '14; Raymond 
A. Phelan; Ray E. Hughes. 
Republican Candidate for Prosecuting Attorney 
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Fire 
CHARLES M. SIEBERT, Jr. 
Insurance Service 
Cyclone Automobile 
Holdup Burglary 
Personal Accident 
Plate Glass 
Surety Bonds 
SUITE 519-520 FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING 
Health 
Phones: Citizen 6378, Bell, Main 4199 
The Granville Inn and Golf Course 
Granville, Licking County, Ohio 
The Ideal Place for Your Nexi Dinner~Dance 
Bridge Luncheons- Teas 
Meals a la Carte 
Table d'hote Dinners Saturday and Sunday 
Single Rooms $3. 50 up 
You can 
Diamond 
the "Miss" 
o and You 
Won't Miss 
the 
Diamond 
on my 
Divided 
Payment 
Plan 
Double Rooms $7 .00 up 
Now is the time to begin saving for Xmas Gifts. Give her the gift 
she hopes to get-a beautif ul diamond engagement ring. Here are per-
fect blue white gems in rich 18K White Gold or Platinum of distinctive 
design. Buy now on Tny Christmas Club Plan. 
114 N. HIGH ST. 
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COMMON PENAL TIES 
Loss of Five Yards 
1. Violation of the off-side rule, which 
includes: 
(a) Lineman or backs illegally in motion 
when the ball is snapped. 
(b) Any player of the kicking side ahead 
of the ball when it is kicked at the kick-off. 
(c) Attempts to draw opponents into 
charging before the ball is snapped. 
2. Unreasonable delay by a team, usually 
evidenced by calling signals several times 
before the ball is snapped. 
3. Running into the kicker after he has 
kicked the ball. 
4. Failure of substitute to report to 
referee when entering the game. 
5. Unfair play not specifically covered in 
the rules. 
6. Time called more than four times dur-
ing a half at the request of the captain of a 
team. 
Loss of Fifteen Yards 
1. Substitute communicating with 
players before the ball is put in play. 
2. Interference with a man who has 
signaled for a fair catch. 
3. Throwing player to the ground after 
he has made a fair catch. 
4. Offensive player pushing or pulling the 
man carrying the ball. 
5. Offensive player holding a defensive 
player. 
6. Players of the side making a forward 
pass interfering with defensive players after 
the ball is passed. 
7. Deliberately roughing the kicker after 
he has kicked the ball. 
8. Piling up on players who are down. 
9. Tackling a man after he has run out 
of bounds. 
10. Clipping. 
11. Offensive player tripping an oppo-
nent. 
12. Side-line coaching. 
13. Intentional throwing of forward pass 
to the ground. 
17 
Loss of Half Distance to the Goal Line 
1. Return of the player to the game who 
has previously been in that same half. 
2. Disqualification of a player for rough 
play. 
3. Any foul occurring inside the oppo-
nent's one-yard line. 
Loss of a Down 
1. Illegal or incomplete forward pass. 
2. Forward pass striking the ground. 
3. Forward pass touched by two eligible 
players of the passing side. 
4. Forward pass going out of bounds on 
the fly. 
Loss of Ball 
1. Ball kicked out of bounds unless 
touched in the field of play. 
2. Illegal use of hands or arms to prevent 
an opponent from securing loose ball. 
3. Forward pass touched by ineligible 
player of the passer's side. 
4. Interference by defensive side under 
a forward pass. 
5. Failure to advance the ball ten yards 
in four downs. 
6. Kicking or kicking at a loose ball. 
7. Player on the kicking side who is 
ahead of the ball when it is kicked and 
touches the ball before it touches an oppo-
nent. 
Forfeiture of Game 
Refusal to abide by referee's decision or 
to play within two minutes after being 
ordered to do so by the referee. 
Important Note Regarding Time Out 
This is automatically taken out during a 
try-for-point after touch-down; after a safety 
or a touch-back; after a fair catch has been 
made; after an incomplete forward pass; 
during enforcement of all penalties; when the 
ball goes out of bounds; or when for any 
reason play is suspended by the referee. 
Time shall not begin again, after any of the 
aforesaid, until the ball is actually passed 
back from center. 
f.o.b.Lansing. TaxandsPare 
tire extra. General Moto1's 
easy payment plan offers tenns 
unequaled in the industry. 
Not only closed car protec-
tion-but comfort, roominess 
and refinement as well. 
GENUINE DUCO SATIN 
FINISH. New patented one-
piece ventilating windshield. 
Extra-wide doors, ample leg 
room and Velour upholstery. 
Wonderful "Six" engine, and 
a chassis of proved stamina. 
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CAPTAIN" GOwDY . 
Cer-irer. . 
KERN WEIN 
HafPback.. 
Own Your Own Home 
$500.00 CASH PAYMENT 
Nowhere else in Columbus can you choose a home 
of your own for only $.500 cash payment. True, that 
once in a while such terms are offered as a special in-
ducement to ''shake a lemon.'' But, you can choose 
from any and many that we have under construction 
and pay as low as $500 cash. 
The balance is paid in monthly installments of 13 
per 1nonth. A house priced at $6000, less $500 cash, 
would leave $5500, which pays only $55 per month until 
paid out. 
We have the best houses at all times to sell from 
$5000 to $7000 on easiest terms. 
We build North, East, South and West at different 
seasons of the year. 
The materials used in all our homes are the best ob-
tainable in every way from cellar to roof. We will 
gladly furnish rigid specifications covering all 1naterial 
used in Bryan Built Hmnes. 
We have the choice of all labor, skilled and unskilled, 
to build our homes as we build all year through, and our 
organization is a pern1anent and veteran one. 
If you are interested in owning your home, we would 
be pleased to talk the matter over with you. 
·' BRYAN & C 0 M PAN Y " 
Citz. 5249 16 EAST BROAD STREET l\1ain 5349 
ROOMS 215-216 
"Who pays for the house you rent, you or the landlord?" 
THINK THAT OVER! 
Changes in Football Rules for 1924 
Most of the changes in the football rules this year deal with minor details of phrasing. 
An attempt has been made to explain clearly a number of points upon which coaches and 
officials have been in dispute. Since the revised wording follows closely the interpretation 
that has been given by most good officials, it is unnecessary to give space to them here but 
to confine this article to changes of real importance. 
ABOLITION OF ARTIFICIAL TEES AND CHANGE IN KICKOFF 
All kickoffs this year will be made from the center of the field instead the kicking 
team's forty yard line as heretofore. All artificial tees, including scraping up of earth, 
have been abolished on the kickoff, all place kicks, and free kicks. 
SHIFT PLAYS 
This year's rule provides that on all shift plays, players must come to an absolute 
stop and remain stationary in their new positions sufficiently long to prevent any doubt 
in the minds of the officials regarding the legality of the play. In case of doubt, the play 
is to be ruled illegal and a five-yard penalty inflicted. 
CH.ANGE IN POSITION OF BALL IN TRY FOR POINT 
After a touchdown when a team attempts a try for point, the ball may now be placed 
on the three-yard line instead of the five-yard line as heretofore. 
THE "SCREEN" FORWARD PASS 
Under the forward pass rule this year, players on the team making the pass who are 
ineligible to receive the same must keep out of the way, after crossing the line of scrimmage, 
of defensive players who have an opportunity to intercept the pass. This is aimed to pre-
vent the "screening" of the man about to receive a pass by guards, tackles, etc., getting 
in the way of defensive players who are trying to reach the ball. 
DECLINING FORWARD PASS PENALTIES 
Further additions have been made to the rights of the defensive team in declining 
forward pass penalties so that it is practically necessary for the ball to touch the ground 
before a team can not decline the penalty for infraction of the forward passing rule. The 
committee has also increased the penalty for intentional grounding of forward pass from 
ten to fifteen yards. 
OI\TSIDE KICK 
Onside kicks have been more definitely legislated again by saying that if a kicked 
ball crosses the scrimmage line, no one of the kicker's side can touch or recover the ball 
without penalty until it has touched an opponent, but any man may recover a kicked ball 
which has not crossed the line of scrimmage. 
SUBSTITUTIONS 
In order to speed up the game, the referee may now arbitrarily order the watch to 
be kept running, when in his opinion the number of substitutions, at any given time, is so 
great as to become a nuisance. Formerly, whenever any substitute went in, time auto-
matically stopped. The captain of a team may now also ask for time out without penalty 
four times during each half, but each additional request for time out will be penalized by 
a distance of five yards instead of two yards as heretofore. 
WHISTLE AND PISTOL 
The rules committee has officially decreed that no one but the referee may use a 
whistle whereas formerly it was merely recommended. Other officials must use a horn 
or some other means of signaling so that there is no chance of confusion in the minds of the 
players. The rules committee has also recommended that the time keeper shall shoot 
off a pistol to notify the referee of the expiration of time. 
UNSPORSTMANLIKE CONDUCT 
Officials have been given the added power to penalize a team for the unsportsman-
like conduct of "anyone connected with the team" as well as players to which it has been 
limited heretofore. 
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PROBABLE STARTING LINE-UPS 
Hunt (76) 
Left Half 
158 lbs. 
CHICAGO--OHIO STATE 
OHIO STATE 
Karow (64) 
Fullback 
173 lbs. 
Cameron (85) 
Qu,arterback 
154 lbs. 
Wendler (82) 
Right Half 
153 lbs. 
Cunningham (81 ) 
Left End 
197 lbs. 
Nichols (72) 
Left Tackle 
192 lbs. 
Kutler (51) 
Left Guard 
185 lbs. 
Young (C) (67) Dreyer (57) Jenkins (55 ) 
Center Right Guard Right Tackle 
187 lbs. 200 lbs. 185 lbs. 
SCORE CARD 
FIRST SECOND THIRD 
QUARTER QUARTER QUARTER 
OHIO 
STATE 
CHICAGO 
Barnes (4) 
Right End 
168 lbs. 
Goodman (36) 
Right Tackle 
218 lbs. 
H. Thomas (2) 
Right Half 
172 lbs. 
LENGTH OF QUARTERS-15 MINUTES 
CHICAGO 
Hibben (I7) Gowdy (I ) Pondelik (3) 
Right Guard Center Left Guard 
195 lbs. 202 lbs. 199 lbs. 
Curley (7) 
Quarterback 
146 lbs. 
McCarty (5) 
Fullback 
177 lbs. 
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FOURTH 
QUARTER 
Henderson (9) 
Left Tackle 
210 lbs. 
Kern we in (I I ) 
Left Half 
172 lbs. 
Wilson (80) 
Right End 
175 lbs. 
TOTAL 
Barto (10) 
Left End 
178 lbs. 
45 Wisterman 
49 Watkins 
50 McCarthy 
51 Kutler 
53 Seiffer 
54 Carlson 
55 Jenkins 
56 Gorrill 
57 Dreyer 
59 Murphy 
1. *Gowdy 
2. *Thomas 
3. *Pondelik 
4. *Barnes 
5. *McCarty 
6. *Abbott 
7. *Curley 
8. *Rolleston 
9. *Henderson 
10. Barto 
11. Kern we in 
12. Law 
13. Frieda 
I4. Caruso 
15. Francis 
16. Weiss 
* Letter men. 
OHIO STATE SQUAD 
61 DeVoe 
62 Harrison 
64 Karow 
65 Pothoff 
67 Young 
70 Watts 
72 Nichols 
74 Clark 
76 Hunt 
77 Schulist 
OFFICIALS 
Referee-JAMES MASKER, Northwestern 
Umpire-W. D. KNIGHT, Dartmouth 
Field Judge- RALPH N. McCORD, Illinois 
Head Linesman-H. G. HEDGES, Dartmouth 
CHICAGO SQUAD 
WATCH THE SCOREBOARD 
AFTER EVERY PLAY 
(It will help you follow the game.) 
The following penalties are shown: 
0 Offside 
H Holding 
I Illegal Interference 
T Time out more than four times 
R Roughness 
c Clipping 
The scoreboard also shows the score, the 
down, the yards to go for first down, the 
time of each quarter, who has the ball, and 
the position of the ball on the field. 
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78 Klee 
80 Wilson 
81 Cunningham 
82 Wendler 
84 Hess 
85 Cameron 
86 Poling 
91 Mackey 
1r. Hibben 
18. Cunningham 
19. Hobscheid 
20. Pokrass 
21. Burgess 
22. Long 
23. Emrich 
24. Benton 
25. Drain 
26. O'Connor 
27. Devatenos 
29. McKinney 
36. Goodman 
37. Rouse 
39. Clark 
50. Gordon 
Just as you follow the team in 
practice sessions by reading the first reports 
in the State Journal, so you can best "foil ow the 
team" in politics, finance or world events through 
Central Ohio's greatest morning paper. It is the 
Ohio State Journal which gives the whole story 
first in every field. 
~ta tr 3Jnurual 
24 25 
A Portable Typewriter 
with standard 
office keyboard 
H ERE is the first portable with standard office typewriter features throughout. 
It has a full-size standard keyboard, 12-yard, 
self-reversing ribbon, 10-inch carriage, self-spac-
ing carriage return, perfect visibility. 
Come in and see Corona F our--or phone for a 
demonstration at your home or office. 
The Corona Sales Co. 
71 E. State St. 
COLUMBUS, OHIO 
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SONGS AND YELLS 
OHIO STATE YELLS 
1. Wa-ho, Wa-ho. Rip, Zip, Ba-zo, 
I yell, I yell, Ohio. 
2. Ohio, Rah; Ohio, Rab ; 
Rah, Rah, Ohio. 
3. 0-, Ohio; 0-, Ohio: 
Rah, Rah, Rah, Rab, Ohio. 
4. LOCOMOTIVE 
S-s-t1-s- (3 times) 
Rah, Rab, Rah, Rah ; 
Ohio State, Ohio State. 
(Repeat three times, very slowly, 
faster, very fast, all~cheer at end.) 
5. THE SKY ROC K ET 
A prolonged rising whistle--
Boom-, Hurray, Ohio. 
6. Ee---ee, Coma-Lioh 
Gee---.,e-Wah! 
Ohio. 
7. Eee------e,e, Yah. 
Ee e, Yah. 
Fight!-Fight!-Fight!- Fight!- FIGHT! 
Ohio! Ohio! Ohio! 
8. 0, 0, O-H-I-0. (R epeat indefinitely.) 
T H E DIVIDE D O H IO 
9. 0-0-0-0 
H-H- H-H 
I-I-I-I 
0-0-0-0 
OHIO 
CARMEN OHIO 
Words and Music by 
Fred Cornell, ex-'06 
(Hats off, standing) 
0, come, let's sing Oh io's praise 
And songs to Alma Mater raise; 
While our hearts rebounding thrill 
With joy that death alone can still. 
Summer's heat or winter's cold, 
T he seasons pass, the years will roll; 
T ime and change will truly show 
How firm thy friend&hip-Ohio. 
The•e jolly days of priceless worth 
By far the gladdest days on earth, 
Soon will pass and we not know 
How dearly we love Ohio. 
We should strive to keep thy name 
Of fair repute and spotless fame; 
So in college halls we'll grow 
And love thee better-Ohio. 
Alumni Chorus 
Tho, age may dim our mem'ry's store, 
We'll think of happy days of yore, 
T rue to friend and frank to foe, 
As sturdy sons of 0-hi-o. 
If on seas of care we roll, 
'Neath blackened sky, o'er barren shoal, 
Thots of thee bid darkness go, 
Dear Alma Mater-0-hi-o. 
(All in on last Ohio.) 
THE BUCKEYE BATTLE CRY 
Words and Music by Frank Crummit 
In old Ohio there's a t eam, 
That's known thruout the land; 
Eleven warriors, brave and bold, 
Whose fame will ever stand, 
And when the ball goes over. 
Our cheers will reach the sky, 
Ohio Field will hear again 
The Buckeye Battle Cry. 
Drive! Drive on down the field, 
Men of the scarlet and gray; 
Don't let them thru that line, 
We have to win this game today, 
Come on, Ohio! Smash thru to victory, 
We cheer you as we go ; 
Our honor d efend 
So we'll fight to the end 
For Ohio. 
ACROSS THE FIELD 
Words and Music by 
W. A. Dougherty, Jr., '17 
Fight that team across the field, 
Show them Ohio's here, 
Set the earth reverberating with a 
mighty cheer. 
Hit them hard and see how they fall; 
Never let that team get the ball 
Hail! Hsi!! the gang's all here, 
So let's beat that Wesleyan now. 
Oh, Ohio! Oh, Ohio! Wa-hoo! Wa-hoo! 
for Ohio! 
THE CHANT 
Obi, Buckeye, 
O-HI-0! 
0-Ra-Rah Rah, 
0-Ra-Rah Rah, 
Young! 
Tee Young, 
Rah Rah Rah! 
;)-Ohio, Ohio, 
The Hills send back the cry, 
We're here to do or die 
For Ohio Ohio 
We'l'I win the game or know the reason why! 
And when we've won the game, ' t ell you 
what we'll do, 
We'll yell for old Ohio 
'till we wobble in our shoes. 
Repeat first 5 lines. 
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CHICAGO 
PLUNGE, PLUNGE 
Plunge, plunge on through the line 
And fight for old Chicago's fame, 
Smash into every play; 
Chicago's grit will win this game. 
As we roll up the score, 
The cheers resound from high and low. 
rear through the line again and go, 
Chicago! Go! Go! Go! 
" C " STANDS FOR CHERISHED 
COURAGE 
Chorus-
C stands for cherished courage, 
H for her honor high, 
I for her iron-bound interest, 
C for her college cry, CHI-CA-GO, 
A for her aim so ardent, 
G for her gallantry, 
0 stands for the "Old Man," the best coach 
in this land, the big "C" for victory. 
A GRAND OLD STAGG 
He's a grand old Stagg, 
Though we don't like to brag, 
And his worth we will prove to you soon; 
H e's the idol of the team we love, 
That fights for the dear old Maroon. 
(RAH! RAH!) 
We'll stick by him, though we lose or we win, 
And our faith in him can't lag; 
Though other coaches may be good, 
Take your hat off to "Old Man Stagg." 
WAVE THE FLAG 
Gordon Erickson, 'IO 
Wave the flag of old Chicago, 
Maroon the Color grand. 
Ever shall our t eams be victors, 
Known throughout the land, 
With the grand old man to lead them, 
Without a peer they'll stand; 
Wave again the dear old banner, 
For they're heroes, every man. 
(Repeat.) 
HELLO! BELLO! 
Hello! Bello! Go Chicago, Go! 
Hello! Bello! Down with ev'ry foe! 
Fight like men today, boys; never give in; 
For Chicago we know that you can win. 
Hello! Bello! Wearers of the C, 
Hello! Bello! On to victory! 
From the crowded bleachers 
Hear our mighty yell, 
As we cheer for 'Varsity! 
-Blackfriars, 1910 
FOR CHICAGO ALMA MATER 
D. R. Richberg, '01 
For Chicago Alma Mater, 
And t he honor of her ~ame, 
Her sons shall raise, with loyal praise, 
The glory of her fame 
For Chicago Alma Mater, 
Just as long as her life shall run. 
Hearts once in tune beneath the old Maroon 
Forever, she has won. 
(Repeat.) 
LOCOMOTIVE 
Rah, rah, rah,_ rah, (slow) 
Go-Chica, lio-Chica, 
Rah, rah, rah, rah, (faster) 
Go-Chica, Go-Chica, 
Rah, rah, rah, rah, (still faster) 
Go-Chica, Go-Chica, 
Y-e-a. 
CHICAGO 
Chi-ca-go, Chi-ca-go, Chi-ca-go, Go, 
Go-Chica, Go-Chica, Go-Chicago. (Siren). 
(Often followed by name of some player, 
or by "Team" three times, and Siren.) 
HELLO! BELLO! 
Hello! Bello! Chicago! 
Rah, rah, ra h, rah, rah, rah, rah, 
C hicago, Y-E-A. 
C. C. CRABBE 
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE FOR 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
(Second Term) 
Attorney General Crabbe has stood loyally by 0 . S. U. As a member of 
the General Assembly he sponsored the one-eighth mill levy to carry out our 
building program. 
When the present Governor vetoed the $zoo,ooo approp riation t o the uni-
versity, General Crabbe was appealed to and he aided in rest oring this appropri-
ation. 
When an effort was made to close t he Co-op store, again Attorney General 
Crabbe came to our rescue. 
0. S. U. belieives in loyalty. May she remember the services of At torney 
General Crabbe on N ovember 4. 
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Tackle! 
one of those 
Delicious 
Toasted 
Sandwiches 
With a 
"Velvet 
Malted 
Milk! 
When You 
Hit the Line! 
for 
DOWNTOWN 
Try Us for 
R~~EATION EFRF.SHMENT 
Newly Equipped 
Billard Parlors 
Lunch 
and 
Soft Drinks 
"The Clock" Cigars, 
161 N orth High St reet 
(formerly Bott Bros.) 
Cigarettes, 
Tobacco 
You'll like the new 
Coffee Shop 
its open all night 
The Prices are Low 
The F ood is Good 
BURT'S 
15th and H igh 
FAMOUS for SANDWICHES 
This is a Day of Opportunity 
Comforts, conveniences, necessities, beyond the reach of wealth 
or expectation in past generations, are gathered here now for your 
convenient inspection and selection. 
Not to tempt you, but to prove our contention that 
here at Harrington's you can purchase as cheaply or 
cheaper than down town, we list just an even dozen 
special buying opportunities. 
These specials are taken at random from a store. 
overflowing with shopping inspirations. 
$1.00 D a n der ine, 35c P a lmo live 30c H ill 's 
89c Shaving Cream , C ascara Quinine, 
32c 23 c 
3Sc 50c P a lmolive $3 .7S H orlick'a 
Vick's Vapo Rub, Sha mpo o , M a lte d M ilk. 
29c 42c $3.25 
40c Soc $1.00 H a rring ton's 
Ever Rea d y Bla d es, H a ir-Lay, Lilac Toile t W a ter, 
3Sc 4 l c 6Sc 
35c Willia m s' !Sc Hygeia Bottles. Cinco Cigars, 
Shavin g Cream, 2 for 10 in a box, 
32c 2Sc 69c 
HARRINGTON'S 
K ING AVENUE PHARMACY 
King Avenue, near Neil, Columbus, Ohio 
Phones: Cit ize n s S318, 2936 Phone: North 1726 
HUB S. ATKINSON 
As an 
under-
graduate 
Varsity 
Basket 
Ball 
V. 0. A. 
Cheer 
Leader 
Bucket 
and Dipper 
Student 
Council 
Pan 
Hellenic 
ARTS-LAW-1913 
Candidate for 
ST A TE REPRESENTATIVE 
Democratic Ticket 
We need Hub bucking the line for Ohio State 
in the Legislature 
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As an 
Alumnus 
Ex-Vice 
: LPresident 
Alumni 
Association 
Secretary 
Legislative 
Committee 
to 
investigate 
and increase 
salaries of 
University 
Professors 
Minority 
Floor Leader 
84th & 85th 
General 
Assembly 
A perfect 
record in the 
Ohio Legis-
lature in the 
interests of 
Ohio State 
READ WHAT THESE 
FAMOUS MEN SAY 
ABOUT THE NEW 
WILL YS-KNIGHT 
GLENN CURTISS-"It is sur-
prising. I drove the car at all 
speeds up to 50 miles an hour and 
found absolutely no engine vibra-
tion." 
HIRAM PERCY MAXIM-
"The Lanchester Balancer certainly 
takes out the vibration. It makes 
the motor smoother than most of 
the six and eight cylinders on the 
road today." 
MAURICE OLLEY, Production 
Engineer of Rolls-Royce of America, 
lnc.-"From the demonstration 
there is no doubt that the elimina-
tion of the inherent harmonic vibra-
tion, by means of the rotating 
balancer, has been attained in 
practice to a degree which is very 
satisfactory to the passenger."' 
W. E. BEST, Works Manager 
of the Remington Cash Register 
Co.-"The smoothness of the motor 
was a revelation to me. The 
driver increased the speed from I 5 
miles an hour to approximately 
45 miles, and as far as I could 
detect, with no vibration, and it 
would seem that the balancer is 
doing the trick and gives six-
cylinder operation as far as smooth-
ness is concerned." 
Good~ye. 
VIBRATION 
mDDED to the many recognized excellencies of ' Willys-Knight came the Lanchester Balancer, a British invention, that said good-bye to vibration. 
I ts effectiveness has astonished car owners and automotive 
engineers alike. At all speeds-velvety smoothness. 
Willys-Knight long ago said good-bye to carbon trouble 
and valve grinding. It made steering as easy as turning 
the head. It coupled appearance, power, performance and 
the motor that improves with use in one. 
NOW-another triumph. 
The new Willys-Knight with the Lanchester Balancer is ready at our 
show rooms for inspection and demonstration. Drive it at all speeds. 
See its superiority. 
THE OHIO MOTORS CO. 
207 EAST BROAD STREET 
L. S. MacPHAIL, Pres. CHAS. B. TODD, Treas. 
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College 
Restaurant 
We Strive to Please with 
Good Food and Good Service 
Open Day and Night 
1988 North High Street 
Opposite Ohio Field 
FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE 
To the General Assembly 
FROM FRANKLIN COUNTY 
HAROLD L. KIME 
("Lefty" himself) 
Ohio State, 
B.A. '20, 
LL. B. '27 
Winner of Wes tern 
Conference 
Scholarship 
Medal, 1920 
Member of Sphinx, 
Varsity "0", 
Toastmasters 
World War 
Veteran 
Attorney 
BOOSTERS OF OHIO ST ATE 
W ILL BACK 
" L E_F T Y " 
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ROBERT P. DUNCAN 
CANDIDATE FOR 
COMMON PLEAS JUDGE 
SECOND TERM 
Non-Partisan Judicial Ballot 
GRADUATE 0 . S. U. LAW 1908 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 1915-1919 
NOW SERVING FIRST TERM AS JUDGE 
The Griswold-Sohl Co. 
DISTRIBUTORS OF 
Automotive 
Equipment 
and 
Supplies 
Iron, Steel and Heavy 
Hardware 
79-81 N. Front St. Columbus, Ohio 
W4t Olnlumhun 11HnpatrQ 
OHIO'S GREATEST HOME DAILY 
FIRST IN NEWS 
FIRST IN CIRCULATION 
FIRST IN ADVERTISING 
FIRST IN THE HOMES of 
ITS READERS 
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Amos Alonzo Stagg 
Amos Alonzo Stagg,* the veteran athletic director at the University of Chicago, after 
32 years of notable service, is easily the dean of leaders in intercollegiate athletics in the 
Middle West if not in the country. 
Mr. Stagg's record as an athlete at Yale is equally as notable as his record at Chicago 
where he has been since 1892. He is still talked of as probably the best baseball pitcher 
in Yale's history. He was also a famous football player. He has been a tremendous power 
for good in the Western Conferenee. 
Because of having the newer vision in physical education as well as in intercollegiate 
athletics, Mr. Stagg has achieved an enviable position in American athletics. Since 1904 
he has been a member of the football n .: les committee. Since 1906 he has been a member 
of the American committee on the Olympic Games. In 1911 and 1912 he was presidenr 
of the Society of Directors of Physical Education in Colleges. 
Year in and year out his football and track teams have been among the best in the 
Western Conference and that without any blare of trumpets which so often accompanies 
continued success. 
The "Grand Old Man" of the Big Ten, Mr. Stagg, despite his more than three score 
years, keeps young in spirit and in vision. Ohio State knows him for a keen competitot 
and a generous foe. 
*Eds. Note-The fine crayon likeness of Mr. Stagg which appears on tre rrver o 
this program is the work of Mr. Fred Kerher, one of the staff artists of the Ohio State 
Journal. 
AFTER THE GAME 
BUY THE 
___ itizen Pink 
IT'S THE LA TEST WORD 
IN SPORTS 
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High Street Tailors 
(ABE SMITH, Proprietor) 
Serving the University Students for over a Quarter of a 
Century. Young Men's Clothes our Specialty 
Popular Prices 
New Location 
Next to Pure Oil Building, Chestnut and High Streets 
Clark's Bakery 
18 Years of 
Satisfactory Service 
to the 
General Public 
Special attention lo 
Fraternities and Clubs 
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THE HISS STAMP co. 
53 East Gay Street 
HERMAN A. BLOOM 
President and General .5'«anager 
RUBBER, BRASS, STEEL 
MARKING DEVICES 
and Bronze Tab lets 
cot uviru-::.. o· 11n 
SATER, '95 
For Congress 
November 4 
Democrat 
Of, By and For 
The Students 
The Co-Op Store 
(in the basement of Hayes Hall) 
Everything in the way of Student Supplies 
Books, Drawing Supplies, Art Supplies, 
Text Books, Notebooks, etc. 
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Holland's 
Breads 
Butler Krust 
Certified 
Potato 
The Holland Bread Co. 
Suits .. Topcoats .. Overcoats 
Tailored by Adler-Collegian in the new-
est styles and fabrics-and offered at 
the kind of prices you like to pay. 
In our Upstairs Store 
Two-Pants Suits 
$29.50 and $34.50 
In our Downstairs Store $19.50 and $24.50 
ROYAL 
CLOTHING COMP ANY 
at BROAD and HIGH 
What Ohio State Has Done in Football 
VVon 178, lost 89, tied ~~ games in 34 seasons. Percentage .66~. 
·won 55, lost 18, tied four since in Big Ten. Percentage .733. 
Won ~7, lost 16, tied one in competition with Big Ten teams. Percent-
age .600. 
Beginning with 1913 season Ohio State has shut out opponents 40 times 
and has been shut out 14 times. For all time, its teams have shut out opponents 
in 13~ games and have been held scoreless 63 times. 
Won Big Ten football championships in 1916, 1917, 19~0. Runner up in 
1919 and 19~1. 
Harley and Stinchcomb chosen on all-American teams. :Many others men-
t ioned for all-American, all-Western, and Big Ten mythical teams. 
Has scored 4906 points to ~433 for opponents for all time. 
Since a member of the Big Ten its teams have registered 1641 points to 
4~7 for opponents. 
Against Western Conference opposition alone Ohio State elevens have 
scored 56~ points t o 397 for its Conference foes. 
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FOOTBALL JERSEYS 
OR 
OTHER ATHLETIC KNITTED WEAR 
Athletic Hose 
Basketball Shirts 
Track Shirts 
. .,_ 
Honor Sweaters 
Utility Sweaters 
Football Blankets 
Made by 
O'SHEA KNITTING MILLS 
2414 N. Sacramento Ave. 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
If we had bu 'lt the track on which 
MERCURY 
ran, he might well have made a hundred in eight flat 
The Beautiful 
STADIUM TRACK, and 
THE OLD OHIO FIELD TRACK 
Are achievements of Ours 
Excellence in accurate, painstaking 
work make our products superior 
J. D. BRUSH & COMPANY 
General Excavating and Grading 
68 WEST NINTH A VENUE 
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\ 
Tackle 
Tackle 
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- CLARK 
!-la ft-back. 
DQE/EQ 
Guard 
i-!UNT 
SAN FELICE 
Ullll!llllllllU ll\1111111111111 lltll 11111 I 111111 lllltlll!lllUlllll~Ulllllllll!lltllllllllltl 11111 !lllUllltUllllll!lllUlllUllllUllllllU! 
AND 
EL VERSO 
llllUL lllllllllUllll!UIUlllU!lllllllll!I lllllUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllllHl!llltllll!Ulf111111111UlltlllUllU1111lllllCllt 
CIGARS 
For OHIO STATE 
MEN of good taste 
The Deisel -Wemmer Co. 
LIMA, OHIO 
LOOK FOR 
THIS WATERMARK 
Hold one of your ring book sheets 
up to the light and see if you can read 
the words "INTER STATE." If 
not you are not using this most 
excellent paper for ring book use. 
INTER STA TE BOND ip general-
ly used by Ohio State students. 
They like it because of its fine writ-
ing surface and strength. It is low 
in price, too. 
Ask your stationer for "INTER 
STATE BOND." He can furnish it. 
The Central Ohio Paper Co. 
THE ATHLETIC 
SUPPLY C 0. 
Outfitters for Colleges and High Schools 
5~0 Adams Street 
TOLEDO, OHIO 
Wholesale and Retail 
40 
17~6-~8 N. High Street 
COLUl\1BUS, OHIO 
Other Games Today 
IN THE WEST 
Chicago at Ohio State 
Michigan AggieQ at Northwestern 
Wisconsin at Michigan 
Minnesota at Iowa 
DePauw at Illinois 
Washington State at California 
Nebraska at Kansas 
IN THE EAST 
Brown at Yale 
Boston at U. S. Military Academy 
Notre Dame at Princeton 
Carnegie at Pittsburgh 
Syracuse at Penn State 
Virginia at Pennsylvania 
Dartmouth at Harvard 
West Virginia vs Centre at New York 
Williams at Columbia 
West Virginia Wesleyan at U. S. Naval Academy 
Findlay at Ashland 
Hiram at Case 
IN OHIO 
Cincinnati at Ohio Northern 
Loyola at Dayton 
Baldwin-Wallace at Heidelberg 
Akron at Mt. Union 
Marshall at Muskingum 
Denison at Oberlin 
Otterbein at Ohio Wesleyan 
Capital at Rio Grande 
Marysville at St. Xavier 
Western Reserve at Wooster 
We Want 
X Harry B. Holmes 
FOR 
Judge of the Common Pleas Court 
Election November 4, 1924 
Graduate fromO.S.U., 1916 
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Games Next Week 
IN OHIO 
WOOSTER at OHIO STATE 
Baldwin Aallace at Akron 
Bowling Green at Bluffton 
Dayton at Cincinnati 
Denison and Miami at Dayton 
Kenyon at Mt. Union 
Case at Oberlin 
Assumption at Toledo 
Heidelberg at Western Reserve 
As~land at Wilmington 
Oh10 Wesleyan at Wittenberg 
IN THE WEST 
Indiana at Northwestern 
Michigan at Minnesota 
Iowa at Illin:Jis 
Purdue at Chicago 
Southern California at California 
Missouri at Nebraska 
Georgia Tech at Notre Dame 
Washington at Oregon 
IN THE EAST 
Boston at Harvard 
Brown at Dartmouth 
Columbia at Cornell 
Lafayette at Pennsylvania 
Swarthmore at Princeton 
Pittsburgh at Syracuse 
Penn State at U. S. Naval Academy 
U.S. Military Academy at Yale 
The Proof 
of a Beverage 
is in the Drznking 
Ask for 
SCHILLE'S QUALITY 
SOFT DRINKS 
SOLD IN BOTTLES ONLY 
Citizens 2755 Bell Main 7 5 5 
COUNTY RECORDER'S OFFICE 
NOW SELF-SUSTAINING 
Has reached highest point in efficiency and economy under administration of 
R. J. WILLIAMS 
PRESENT COUNTY RECORDER 
His re-election will serve your interests. 
The Name 
In 
Thos. E. Wilson 
Is synonymous 
To Better Fool Ball 
AthleticS--Confidence in equipment is secondary only 
to stamina and skill-which is the reason, no 
doubt, why Wilson Athletic Equipment is 
preferred by the majority of 
The Varsity T earn 
Thos. E. Wils on Sport Equipment 
Is Sold Exclusively In Columbus At 
THE FRANK P. HALL COMPANY 
100 North High Street 
EXPERIENCE JS THE GREATEST FACTOR FOR EFFICIENCY 
Look for this name on your separate non-partisan Judicial Ballot 
For Judge of the Probate Court 
X Homer Z. Bostwick 
Graduated from the Ohio State University, B.A., Degree 1900 
Graduated from 0. S. U. Law School, LL. B., Degree, 1902 
Nominated at the Regular Republican Primaries. Re-election . 
Juvenile Judge Election Tuesday , Nov. 4, 1924 
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We're All 
For Scarlet and Grey 
For choicest cut flowers and potted 
plants, grown in our own green houses. 
For corsages that are distinctive and 
original in make up. 
For artistic arrangements in baskets 
and floral designs. 
For floral decorations for weddings, 
social functions and all other occasions 
where originality and flroal art are de-
sired. 
For the sweetheart, wife, mother or 
friend in a distant city or town, we can 
deliver flowers or plants in a very short 
time through means of the F. T. D., an 
association of over 2, 0 0 0 florists, who 
guarantee you service, quality and 
prompt attention to your wants. 
For most reasonable prices and 
quantity flowers. 
The Fifth Avenue Floral Co. 
Store- 120 East Broad St. 
Greenhouses 518, 554 West 5th Ave. 
"WE..1..GROW OUR OWN'? 
Both Phones 
BUCKEYE CAPTAINS 
1886-ALDRICH, Rusher 
1888-F. L. 0. WADSWORTH, Center 
1890-Spring, J. Jones, Center Rush 
Fall, P. M. LINCOLN, Center Rush 
1891-R. T. ELLIS, End 
1892-R. T. ELLIS, End 
1893-A. P. GILLEN, Halfback 
1894-W. G. NAGEL, Halfback 
1895-R. W. DUNLAP, End 
1896-E. H. FRENCH, End 
1897-HARRY HAWKINS, Halfback 
1898-J. T. SIGRIST, Center 
1899-D. B. SAYERS, Tackle 
1900-J. H. TILTON, Guard 
1901-J. M. KITTLE, Fullback 
1902-W. F. COOVER, Tackle 
1903-J. R. MARKER, Tackle 
1904-J. D. THROWER, End 
;1905-R. W. HOYER, Center 
1906-J. F. LINCOLN, Tackle 
1907-H. L. SCHORY, Tackle 
1908-W. D. BARRINGTON, Quarterback 
1909-T. H. JONES, Quarterback 
1910-L. R. WELLS, Halfback 
1911-FRANK MARKLEY, Tackle 
1912-DON BARRICKLOW, Tackle 
1913-IRVING GEISSMAN, Tackle 
1914-CAMPBELL GRAF, Fullback 
1915-IVAN B. BOUGHTON, Tackle 
1916-FRANK SORENSEN, Fullback 
1917-H. J. COURTNEY, Tackle 
1918-CLARENCE A. MacDONALD, End 
1919-CHARLES HARLEY, Halfback 
1920-I. M. HUFFMAN, Tackle 
1921-CYRIL E. MYERS, End 
1922-LLOYD A. PIXLEY, Guard 
1923-BONI PETCOFF, Tackle 
1924-FRANK D. YOUNG, Center 
The Huffman~Wolfe 
Comp any 
HEATING AND PLUMBING 
CONTRA C1,0RS and 
ENGINEERS 
Thirty buildings throughout the University grounds and in hundreds of the 
best buildings throughout Ohio is to be found Plumbing and Heating equipment 
furnished and installed by Huffman-Wolfe Co., Heating and Sanitary Engineers. 
"SERVICE THAT SATISFIES" 
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STADIUM FACTS 
Permanent seats 63,068. Temporary capacity 
72,000. . . 
Construction cost $1,548,000. Fmanced chiefly 
by gifts aggregating $1,083,000 pledged by 13,000 
people. 
Seats in lower deck 41,000. Seats in upper deck 
21,000. Box seats 3,100. Closest seats are 72 feet 
from the sidelines, farthest seats 231 feet . 
Circumfereu?e from end to end, one-third mile. 
Ground area 10 acres. 
Height of wall 98 feet, 3 inches . 
Length 754 feet, width 597 feet. 
Material: concrete and steel. 
Twelve ramps feed 112 aisles. 
Tickets may be taken from one to 81 entrances. 
Seven hundred ushers are required to handle a 
capacity crowd. 
Advantages of the Ohio Plan: 
(1) The upper deck brings rear seats closer to 
the playing field. 
(2) The open end improves ventilation. 
(3) The curved sides equalize seat values and are 
a factor in crowd psychology. 
Architectural Features: 
(1) Eighty-seven concrete and steel arches,leach 
13 feet wide and 56 feet high. 
(2) Towers at the open end and main entrance, 
each 109 feet high and 36 feet square. 
(3) A half dome 8672 feet high and 70 feet in 
diameter. 
Permanent Seats in Other Stadia 
Yale 61,000. Princeton 41,500. Harvard 38,000. Michigan 36,500 
Note:-Other thousands can be handled in each stadium by temporary seats. 
Spalding }5 - The Football Used 
For Years in All Big Contests 
Have you seen the 
Spalding "Honor" 
Sweaters? 
Hit That Line! 
, In every sport there 
comes a time when you 
must put every ounce of 
strength and brain power 
into a play. You must 
have equipment that will 
not fail you. Spalding 
athletic equipment is 
made for hard usage on 
the field - and never 
fails I Catalogue free. 
197 South High High St., Columbus And all principal cities 
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"Say It With Flowers" 
JUST ~R9UN17 THE (9RNER-16!!!&HIGff. 
Citz. 12052 
Football's Increasing Grip 
at Ohio State 
Football attendance, Ohio State home 
games: 
1915 season: 24,886. 
1916 season: 38,989. (Ohio State won 
first Wes tern Conference championship.) 
1917 seaon: 32,682. Another "Big Ten" 
championship. 
1918 season : 12,935. (War year.) 
1919 season: 36,478. 
1920 season: 65,056. (Western Confer-
ence championship.) 
1921 season: 69,412. 
1922 season: 160,437. 
1923 season: 148,112. 
Largest attendance single game on Ohio 
Field: 18,315, Illinois vs. Oho State, ovem-
ber 19, 1921. 
Largest attendance single game in Sta-
dium: 71,385, Michigan vs. Ohio State, 
Oct. 21, 1922. 
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Bell N. 4412 
Your Support will be Appreciated 
RALPH J. BARTLETT 
for 
ST A TE SENA TOR 
Tenth District 
Franklin and Pickaway Counties 
Election November 4, 1924 
DEMOCRATIC TICKET 
0. S. U. Law, 1916 
FOR PERMANENT 
PLUMBING REPAIRS 
North 5694-W Citizen 16954 
''Take a Bath Every Day'' 
Established I884 
D. W. McGrath & Sons 
GENERA L CONTRACTORS 
BUILDIN G CONSTRUCTIONS 
Contractors on th e Campus Since 1892 
The Following University Buildings Now Under Construction 
Administration Building 
Chemistry Building 
Journalism Building 
Robinson Laboratory Addition 
Education Building 
Engineering Experiment Building 
M useum and Library 
Building (A Memorial to Soldiers of 
the World War) 
Animal Husbandry Building 
225 East Broad Stre.et, Columbus, Ohio 
OHIO STATE 3509 BE LL MAIN 850 
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Commercia I Signs 
Theatri cal Posters 
Advertising- Displays 
"Artkraf l ' Electric Sibns. 
ARE YOUR CLO THES VALUABLE? 
W { I N S URE them without charge to y '.:lu. 
e CLEAN them in our own PLANT. 
They're in efficient employees care. They're returned to you promptly. 
Del iveries to all parts of the city . 
The LEHMA N Company 
BELL 5645 1666 North High-at 12th Ave. AUT O. 11682 
Student Savings 
$6 tickets at $5 
Unusually goo d printi11g plates 
Halftones, Z inc Etchings, 
Color Plates , Art Work, 
and Comm ercial Photos. 
THE TERRY~ ENGRAVING COMPANY 
214 Oak Street COLUM BUS, OHIO 
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College Football 
as an In dustry 
College Football is correctly classified as the 
purest of sports. Yet so enormous is the interest 
it creates, that one has only to regard some of the 
incidental effects produced by it, to realize that it 
constitutes a true industry as well. 
T~kt the program in which thi is printed:-
.. ot every spectator at a football game desires a 
program; yet to satisfy the crcwds at Ohio State's 
six 1 ome games this year, 100,000 programs will be 
required 
Into the makm,,, of those programs will go 113,400 
sheets of paper, each 32" x 44" in size. The weight 
of this paper will total 18,000 lbs. or nine tons. 
The total area of the paper involved is 1,108,800 
sq. ft., or a little less tnan ~6 acres. This would be 
sufficient to roof over from wall to wall, two struc-
tures the size of the Stadium and leave a generous 
excess to carpet the infields with. 
Laid end to end, the paper sheets would extend 
nearly 79 miles. Or, laid in a double row, they 
would pave an automobile track 39-Yz miles long. 
To print these sheets and place three colors on 
the covers, will require 455,000 press impressions. 
The press cylinders will have an approximate 
travel of over 1000 miles in producing these impres-
sions. 
Over 3-Yz miles of wire will be consumed in the 
seemingly insignificant bindery stitches. 
Here is indeed a romance of industry-the labor of many 
men, loggers, paper makers, process engravers, compositors, 
printers and binders-called into activity by but a single 
phase of the interest in college football. 
And because of the news nature of these programs, an 
average of only five days is allowed for the printing and binding 
of each one. 
For printing and binding the Ohio State football programs 
this year, those in charge have turned to 
'/he Champlin Printing Co. 
4th and Gay Stree t COLUMBUS, OHIO 
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The Big Six DUPLEX-PHAETON 
-there is no other seven--passenger car like this! 
THE NEW DUPLEX-PHAETON, was first introduced by Studebaker, Septemberfo11rteenth. It is the sensation 
of the industry. 
It has solved the closed-open car 
problem. 
With the over-lapping side enclosures in 
place it has the comfort and protection of 
the closed car. The cushions are deep, 
wide and soft; the interior finish and fit-
tings suggest the closed car in richness 
and elegance. It has the riding comfort of 
the sedan. 
With a much of the hand you roll the 
side enclosures into the steel-framed roof 
-and you have the ·vision and freedom 
of the open car-yet it gives you com-
fort, elegance and easy-riding luxury 
that no open car can ever give you! 
The price is th~ same as the open car. 
The seven-passenger DUPLEX-
PHAETON mounted on the new Big 
Six chassis is the car unique- there is 
no other like it. 
Always famous among seven-passen-
ger cars, the NEW BIG SIX with its 
improvements and betterments, takes 
its place definitely ~moi:ig the finest six-
cylinder cars made m this country. 
In beautiful lines, high-grade appoint-
ments, impressive appearance there are 
few cars that can equal it at any price. 
It is one of the very few cars specially 
designed and powered for seven-passenger 
service-the engine develops over 75 
horsepower. 
In operation and maintenance it is 
notably economical. 
In material, workmanship and limits of 
precision it is unsurpassed. In essential 
fineness and quality no car can give you 
more real value-it is a masterpiece of one 
of the most modern and complete 
factories in the entire automobile industry. 
As such, it is a leader in every sense ot 
the word. See it with this thought in mind 
-and see the new DUPLEX BODY! 
Studebaker Hydraulic 4 Wheel Brakes, optional equipment 
On all Standard Six models, with 4 disc wheels and spare rims, $60.00 extra. 
On all Special Six and Bill Six models with 5 disc wheels, $75.00 extra. 
THE WINFIELD S. JEWELL CO. 
246 North Fourth St. COLUMBUS, OHIO Main 3500 Citz. 6011 
T H I S I S A S T U D E B A K E R Y E A R 
ff===================~=======================--
TWQ ENDS to attain-the election of 
CALVIN COOLIDGE, for President of the United States; 
A man tried and true! 
HARRY L. DAV IS, for Governor of Ohio; 
He will make good again! 
CALVIN COOLIDGE HARRY L. DAVIS 
The World-
BACKS GENERAL CHARLES G. DAWES, 
for Vice-President; a native Ohioan, a "go-getter", 
a man of steel. 
A LIN E of impregnable strength-
CH.n .. ~LES. H. LEWIS, 
for Lieutenant Governor 
THAD H. BROWN, 
for Secretary of State 
JOSEPH T. TRACY, 
for Auditor of State 
HARRY S. DAY, 
for Treasurer of State 
CHARLES C. CRABBE, 
for Attorney General 
For Supreme Judge 
(two to be elected) 
JUDGE JAMES E. ROBINSON, 
of the Ohio Supreme Court 
JUDGE REYNOLDS R. KINKADE 
of the Court of Appeals 
They have proved their metq;l/ 
THE REPUBLICAN STATE CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE 
Clarence J. Neal, Chairman 
James 0. Mills, Secretary. 
Vote the straight Republican Ticket! 
